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Our Company is famous for imprimerie Montreal. It has been established in 1979 in Montreal and
does commercial printing services very efficiently in Quebec and Canada. We provide our
customers with numerous different types of services such as scanning of a photo, retouching it or
color division; publishing and pressing the layout, see the color proof and the final output and also
the digital large or small printing. We specialize in postcards, numerous envelopes, brochures,
business cards, pamphlets for distribution, notepad or letter pad for writing etc. Imprimerie Montreal
offer its clients the services of making a calendar as per requirement, maps showing the relief of
different areas, posters or banners for publicity or logos of many kinds. Here you can give your book
for printing, binding, cutting the edges and you will get silk-screen printing.

People come in our office for imprimerie of menus of restaurants, greeting cards for any occasion,
coupons, and labels for different products and stickers for children. Our service is available for 24
hours 7 days a week. You can also make photocopies of anything needed. Our aim is to present
lots of services under one roof so that the customers donâ€™t have to go to other shops for imprimerie
related functions. We make hangars for doors, tent cards, covers for CDs, annual reports for both
schools and offices. WE are familiar with all types of binding. You can give photos for lamination so
that it has a long-term effect and you can get glossy stock print here in our company. We are very
dedicated to our job and take any project given by our customers very seriously. Digital printing is
used foe little amount of work and very fast delivery to the destinations. We also offer matte
lamination whenever needed by the customer. The certificates done by us will make you proud.

For more than 50 years, impression Montreal is a most essential service for selling and buying the
camera-friendly equipments. We have a huge collection of various cameras for both the
professionals and the beginners. The customers need not worry for the price since we sell the
products at affordable prices. WE also give you the necessary items required to set up a studio.
Impression Montreal offers a lot more services other than the photographic works. Here you can
give a photo to make it large or to laminate it with a beautiful frame. If we need any type of cameras
or other photography related machineries on rent, then we are the only solution. We also sell
second hand but well maintained items at a much lower price. So anyone who donâ€™t have a big
budget, go for our quality service. Our expert photographers can take and print your photo or
develop the negative beautifully. Our image processing system is up to date as available in the
market. If our customers order to make a CD or a DVD of the pictures, our employees finish the job
efficiently. Our cameramen are very much familiar with the online photographic systems. We also
take care about the insurance services.
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Louis Philips - About Author:
a Impression Montreal helps to make CD or a DVD of the photographs taken by our customers. a
Imprimerie Montreal has different types of devices, which helps in doing various a imprimerie related
works. Our works are widely popular for their good quality and latest technology.
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